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EBRD: Foundations of operations

• Apply sound banking principles to all projects
– We do not subsidise

• Advance the transition to a full market economy
– Priority to promote private sector involvement and market 

expansion

• Support, but not replace, private investment: additionality
– Act as a catalyst for higher and riskier involvement of financiers

• Achieve environmentally sound and sustainable 

development



Network of 33 offices in 25 countries



EBRD invests in times of crisis

• Invested €63.7bn in  more 
than 3,229 projects since 
1991*

• Private sector > 78%  of 
portfolio

• Portfolio is 81% Debt, 
19% Equity

• AAA rating, €30bn base 
capital

• €9bn invested in 2010, a 
77% increase since 2008

* through 30 June 2011
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Leveraging commercial finance

• Catalyst for commercial investment: Every €1 invested or 

lent by the EBRD mobilises €3.1 from other sources

• Equity: by investing as a minority shareholder we reduce the 

equity burden and add value through partnership

• Debt syndication: The EBRD can syndicate all or part of the 

senior debt under A/B structures

• Debt co-financing: The EBRD will work with or alongside 

other commercial banks to provide the appropriate debt 

package



Primary objectives

• Support sector reforms that enable energy 
sectors to function according to market 
principles (e.g. increased competition, market 
liberalization and private ownership)

• Strengthen frameworks for regionalisation 
(trans-border transmission lines, energy 
trading)

• Prioritise environmental, energy efficiency 
and renewable energy investments



Financings by region

• Cumulative EBRD financing to power 

& energy projects since 1991 is €5.8 

bn across 125 projects with €21.8 bn 

total value

• In 2010 invested over €1.2 bn in 21 

projects with a total value of €8.9 bn 

• In the last five years, number of 

projects per year has doubled and 

annual business volume has tripled 

• Our involvement in Early Transition 

Countries has increased, including 

recent investments in Georgia, 

Armenia and Mongolia in 2009-2010
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Financing by Region (1991 – 2010)

Unaudited as at 31 December 2010
Note: SEE includes Romania and Bulgaria. 
Turkey became a country of operation in 2008.
Source: EBRD data



Financings by sector

• Privatisations: Made key investments in 

power and gas privatisations in Bulgaria, 

Moldova, Poland, Romania and Turkey  

• IPPs are a key focus: Maritza East  I, II 

and III, Pak, Belchatow, Turceni

• Renewables represent c. 20% of total 

financing today, comprised primarily of 

wind and hydro but also including 

biomass

• Significant involvement in transmission 

investments, including the Black Sea 

Energy Transmission Line in Georgia 

and also projects in Ukraine, 

Kazakhstan, Russia and the Balkans
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Unaudited as at 31 December 2010

Note: Renewable power does not include large hydro.

Source: EBRD data
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Experience in financing transmission projects

• Financing both transmission companies and system operators

– Financed EUR 1.3bn over 25 projects from 1993 to 2010

• National projects with overall system integration, among others: 

– Ukraine: over EUR 350m through three loans signed in 2005, 

2008 and 2010 

– Kazakhstan: EUR 223m in loans to KEGOC signed in 1999, 2004, 

2005 and 2008 

– Russia: EUR 42m loan to Federal Grid signed in 2005

– Romania, BiH, Kyrgystan, Serbia, and others

• Regional projects 

– Georgia to Turkey (Black Sea Transmission project): EUR 80m 

loan signed in 2010

– Bulgaria to FYR Macedonia: EUR 37m loan signed in 2003

– Romania to Hungary: EUR 12m signed in 2004



Projects’ Objectives & Benefits

• Common objectives and benefits from all projects are

– Cross support among utilities and neighbouring countries

– Facilitating electricity trading

– Improvement of standard and ENTSO-E network integration

• Specific objectives for Black Sea transmission project

– Development of production capacity and cross-border trading of 

electricity from low carbon emission generating plants (hydro in 

this case)

– Interconnection between ENTSO-E and Caucasus networks (still 

synchronised with former CIS countries)



Black Sea Transmission Line

• In March 2010 the EBRD signed the 

Black Sea HV Transmission Line 

project, a 700 MW capacity 

interconnection between the Caucasus 

and Russian electricity network and the 

Turkish electricity network

• Promotes power trading in the region, 

especially exports to Turkey

• Boosts the development of hydro 

generation plants in Georgia by 

granting preferred access to renewable 

energy producers

• Provides energy security to Georgia by 

ensuring domestic grid reliability

• Awarded EMEA Finance Best 

Infrastructure Deal in 2010

Facility Details

Borrower

Sponsor

Lenders

Tenor

Structure

EnergoTrans Ltd

Georgian State 
Electrosystem (GSE)

- KfW: €100 mln
- EIB: €80 mln
- EBRD: €80 mln
- EC/NIF grant: €8 mln

- KfW: 15 yrs
- EIB: 20 yrs
- EBRD: 15 yrs

- Sovereign-guaranteed 
loan to EnergoTrans, a 
subsidiary of state-
owned GSE



Policy dialogue and institutional support

• Support to regulatory agencies and TSOs in direct relation with 

the project to address mainly:

– Congestion management

– Fair and transparent access to the High Voltage network in 

line with EU principles

• Preferred treatment granted for renewable energy production in 

case of Turkey to Georgia transmission investment

• The EBRD also finances lawyers and regulation experts to work 

with the key stakeholders in each of the countries



Challenges relevant to the Mediterranean countries

• Georgia / Turkey electricity interconnection

– Addresses the challenge of interconnecting different 

electricity networks and markets

– Enables the import of renewable electricity

– However, unlike most of the renewable energy to be 

produced in North Africa and sold on the European market, 

the import of renewable electricity from Georgia does not 

rely on subsidies to be competitive

– Furthermore, Turkey is not bound by EU regulation of the 

import of energy

Need to work on Article 9 of Directive 2009/28 and get EU 

countries to structure an incentive mechanism to support 

renewable energy production



Challenges relevant to the Mediterranean countries

• As part of its initial involvement in the SEMED (South and 

Eastern Mediterranean) region, work has already started on:

– Bilateral discussion with EC and key stakeholders on the 

implementation of the Article 9

– Promotion of best practices in terms of regulation and 

markets for electricity and transmission of energy

– First discussions are taking place with governments, local 

utilities, private developers, commercial banks and IFIs 

involved in the region to identify and start preparing the 

investment projects
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